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NeoFinder 7.8: MP3-Info is back
AutoTags Inspector has a new interface – add GPS geotags to MP4 files –
catalog Corel Painter RIF, Nikon Z7 II NEF RAW, and WEBP files
Bonn, April 7, 2021 – Released today, NeoFinder 7.8 contains a large number
of improvements in different areas. MP3-Info related file renaming features
have been added, connections to Bandcamp.com for song files, GPS
GeoTags can be added to MP4 video files, cataloging of Corel Painter
RIF, .webp image files, and Nikon Z7 II NEF RAW photos.

The new version is free for NeoFinder 7.x customers.
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MP3-Info is back
MP3-Info was a very popular small application that displayed ID3 tags of
audio files, and offered renaming options based on these tags.
NeoFinder has always cataloged, displayed, and search the ID3 tags, and
now NeoFinder 7.8 offers the last missing feature: Renaming song files based
on the ID3 tags embedded in them.
That works for single files, by using the Inspector menu of the file name.

Multiple files can be renamed at once, using new variables in the Multi
Renamer.
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AutoTags Inspector
AutoTags are keywords that AI engines have discovered in an image analysis
process. NeoFinder supports multiple different such engines.
The new interface of the AI AutoTags Inspector allows to add these tags to
photos or videos with a single click:
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Bandcamp.com connection
Inspector label menus allow to search for songs, artists, albums, and genre on
Bandcamp.com with a single click.

Catalog Corel Painter .RIF
NeoFinder supports cataloging thumbnails of Corel Painter .RIF and .RIFF
files, if the Corel Painter software is installed on the Mac that creates the
catalogs.
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Catalog Nikon Z7 II NEF RAW
NeoFinder 7.8 catalogs thumbnails and metadata of the new Nikon Z7 II NEF
RAW format.
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Entire list of all new features
• MP3-Info is back! You can rename audio files based on their ID3 tags. Also
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the Multi Renamer can use the ID3 tags in any way you may need!
AutoTags Inspector has an improved user interface that allows you to
assign keywords with a single click
Support for Nikon Z7 II NEF RAW photos
Catalog thumbnails of Painter .RIF and .RIFF files, if the Painter software
is installed
Add GPS GeoTags to MP4 video files
Inspector Label Menu command to set the file creation date from the EXIF
capture date, or XMP date
Contextual menu to set the file creation date of multiple selected files from
the EXIF capture date, or XMP date
Inspector Label Menu command to search for ID3 Artist, Album, Song title,
or Genre on Bandcamp.com
Inspector Label Menu command to search for a video file name on IMDb,
Wikipedia.org, or TheMovieDB
Inspector shows the Aspect Ratio for video files
Sort Menu can sort by XMP date, ID3 Title, Album, Artist, and Genre
Catalog thumbnails of WEBP files
Massively improved Album code helps with files stored on certain file
servers that keep no file creation date
Editing XMP metadata will preserve the file creation date and Finder Tags
for the file
Catalogs the paths of placed images and fonts (resources) in Adobe
InDesign documents
Extensis Portfolio Importer improves imports of older versions, utf8
export formats, multiple keywords, and more languages
Albums update their display count when catalogs are deleted, and thus
items removed from Albums
Cataloging of Backblaze B2 buckets works with "secondary" API keys
Improves cataloging of Canon CR3 files in certain older macOS versions
Catalogs the text content of .applescript text files
Broken Cross Windows XML Importer reads more catalog metadata fields
and volume kinds
XMP code in NeoFinder supports non-standard ".XMP" uppercase name
suffix files which are created by Apple Photos.app
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• Exporting many files first sorts the item list by catalog, to reduce the need
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for disk swaps
Inspector shows the saved DPI value for JPG and some other image types
ePub cataloging is more robust and supports files generated by Adobe
InDesign
Hidden preference to omit copying sidecar XMP files into the Finder
Speed improvements when building the context menu for a large number
of selected items
Speed improvements browsing through items stored on remote volumes
Improves handling of very large Adobe Photoshop PSB files
Improves handling of cataloging XMP color labels from sidecar XMP files of
certain RAW file formats
Improves handling of special custom annotations field names
Changing the Rating for more than 50 items shows a progress window
Improves Gallery View when using the Go To Next or Previous item
Find Editor shows the little extra menu for XMP keywords and persons, so
you can search for empty or not-empty fields easier
Works around a bug of macOS 11, where very dark or very light color labels
didn't properly select the proper text color for better readability
Improves handling of certain malformed ADC and Broken Cross Windows
XML import files and shows error messages in these cases
Renaming items in Albums works better
Improved cataloging of certain ID3v2.4 tags in MP3 files
Improved drawing of color labels for selected Albums in macOS 11
Sorting List View by Duration sorts by numerical value, not the display string
Fixes a problem copying and pasting certain XMP keywords and person
lists
Improves QuickUpdate for volumes that don't store file creation dates, such
as some SMB servers
Fixes a problem in the XML export for video channel infos and video
subtitle information fields
Fixes many minor issues
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Pricing and Availability
The new version will be released on April 7, 2021.
NeoFinder can be downloaded free of charge from the NeoFinder website,
and all features can be unlocked with the appropriate licenses.
The single user license for private users costs 29 Euro, business licenses are
available in different packages with additional features that can be combined
according to the number of users.
Cross-grades from other products are available.

https://www.cdfinder.de/en/downloads.html
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About NeoFinder
NeoFinder is the logical further development of the well-known cataloging
program CDFinder and is therefore one of the oldest and most
comprehensive cataloging programs for Apple's macOS. On the market since
1996, it has developed into a network-compatible cross-platform solution
with its Windows twin abeMeda (formerly CDWinder).
NeoFinder catalogs text, image, audio, video and many other file types,
including numerous metadata from various file media. The handling is Mactypically very simple. The cataloging process takes place almost automatically
and search results are available in seconds - thanks to multi-core search and
Spotlight integration including all local, non-cataloged, files. The integrated
XMP editor can be used to add metadata such as keywords, descriptions,
ratings or copyright notes to image or movie files.
In addition to the Mac version, NeoFinder is also available for iPhones and
iPads, as NeoFinder for iOS.
In addition to standard data, the information in the catalog also includes a lot
of other information such as EXIF, IPTC, and XMP metadata and thumbnails of
photos. Album, title, artist and year for audio tracks and music CDs - data that
cannot usually be found on a music CD. Photos and videos with geotags are
accompanied by a map. NeoFinder also catalogues the contents of Zip,
DMG, and other archives. The search options are extensive, but so
transparent that even newcomers can easily use them.
Files found can be easily copied by drag&drop from the result window to the
desktop or other directories and even applications. With so much ease-of-use
it's not surprising that, in addition to more than 63,000 private users,
advertising agencies like Jung von Matt, newspapers like the New York Times,
television companies like the BBC, Disney, music studios like Abbey Road
Studios, or research institutions like NASA also like to use NeoFinder.
NeoFinder is used by more than 97,000 users in 102 countries, from single
user to site licenses. Among others, it is used by the University Hospital
Munich, Disney, Apple, BBC, VW, HR, WDR, Premiere and Pro7, Suhrkamp
Verlag and Bayer AG.
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Web https://www.cdfinder.de
Twitter https://twitter.com/neofinder
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/pg/NeoFinder/posts/

Press Information
In our press kit, you can find detailed information about NeoFinder, as well as
graphic artwork and screenshots:
https://cdfinder.de/en/presskit.html
We are happy to provide you with a review license of NeoFinder for Mac.

Contact
Dipl.-Inform. (FH) Norbert M. Doerner
West-Forest-Systems
Wachsbleiche 26
D-53111 Bonn
Germany
ndoerner@cdfinder.de
+49 (228) 90916279
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